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From: Dave Cockerill
Sent: 26 February 2012 22:59
To: Paolo Rumerio; hn-cms-ecalperformance (alias for the CMS ECAL 
performance HyperNews forum)
Cc: Edmund A Berry; Francesco Santanastasio
Subject: Scrutiny of event4 for EXO-11-027, spike of > 208 GeV in 'recovered' tower

Importance: High

Hi Paolo, Francesco, Edmund,
concerning event 4, Run = 178479, event = 1128510953, ls = 703

The event principally concerns EB

1) EB RecHits flagged Good 
All have reasonable times, lasercalib values and intercalib values.

2) EB RecHits flagged Bad 
There is a 5x5 array of bad EB rechits, centered on jeta=62, jphi = 193, at 
eta = +1.08, phi = -3.1.
The following flags are set for these rechits:
EcalRecHit::kTowerRecovered=1
EcalRecHit::kTPSaturated=1
EcalRecHit::kL1SpikeFlag=1
This tower has DCC errors - only trigger transverse energy data from the TCC 
is available. 
This transverse energy is shared democratically across the 25 crystals in the 
tower.

Since this a recovered tower the data have NOT been used by particle flow and 
DO NOT appear on event displays.

Since the spike flag is set, the dumping of the data in this tower might seem 
reasonable.

However the energy was considerable and set the saturation flag in the TCC, so 
the energy in this tower must be >208GeV, and ET > 150 GeV.

Jet2 passes through this region. The value of the em fraction in this jet 
could be questioned.

3) The phi =-3.1, phi=+3.1 boundary at eta = ~1.0

In your eta-phi event display it seems odd that jet2 has not brought in all of 
the hits in this region - perhaps a feature of the display arrangement - or 
should hits have been incorporated?

4) Detailed printout for event4 at 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/AnomalousChannels/printtest-event4-
Sun26Feb2140.txt on the anomalous channel twiki at
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/AnomalousChannels

2nd follow-up email,  Mon 27/02/2012 08:49 Some additional information on event 4:

5) Track collection
Track 378 in the track collection points almost precisely at the energy recovered spike 
trigger tower centred at jeta = 62, jphi = 193.
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Details:
Track above  5.0 GeV, track number = 378, charge =  1, pt =  114.3, momentum =  184.2,
eta =   1.06, phi =  -3.11

to be compared with the central crystal in the spike tower which is at 
eta =   1.08, phi =  -3.1

See the track collection list in [1]

The event4 eta-phi view is in [2], slide 38

6) gsfElectrons

There is only 1 listed, at eta=-1.255, phi = 0.503 with momentum 569 GeV, well away from the 
jets 
and the spike trigger tower.

7) Monte Carlo

It would be interesting to see if the Monte Carlo has simulated anything similar to event 4 - 
and whether it uses appropriate probababilities for high energy spikes. If not, then the Monte
Carlo high side tail may not be adequately simulated.

8) If you are checking the listing for event 4 at [1], note you will see some double entries
for 'Bad' recHits - this is a bug which will be fixed in CMSSW 5.

Cheers,
Dave

[1] https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/AnomalousChannels/printtest-event4-Sun26Feb2140.txt
[2] https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/AnomalousChannels/paolo.pdf

Cheers,
Dave
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